#2037 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 296, The Stern Gang, (xx), The Lord’s prophetic purpose through the Stern Gang was
to literally and prophetically differentiate and separate the United States from Great
Britain, thereby identifying the United States as the major primary stern-faced king
Review (from Unsealings #2003–#2017): Great Britain’s anti-Jewish role of November 9,
1938. On November 9, 1938, the date that Kristallnacht would erupt in Nazi Germany, instantly
stimulating the desire in even more Jews to exodus en masse from Germany to the land of
Palestine, the Woodhead Commission in Great Britain issued its report regarding the partition of
Palestine between the Jews and Arabs, which would lead to the British policy of restricting
Jewish emigration to Palestine.
Review (from the previous Unsealing): Great Britain was likened to Nazi Germany. The Stern
Gang characterized Great Britain as having an anti-Jewish Nazi Germany-like (competing) sternfaced king role, rather than a pro-Jewish U.S.-like (primary) stern-faced king role.
Key Understanding: The major primary stern-faced king. Because the Stern Gang
characterized Great Britain as having an anti-Jewish Nazi Germany-like (competing) sternfaced king role, rather than a pro-Jewish U.S.-like (primary) stern-faced king role, the
Lord’s prophetic purpose through the Stern Gang was to literally and prophetically –
through the Jews and the (hoped-for establishment of the) nation of Israel – differentiate
and separate the United States from Great Britain, thereby identifying the United States as
the major primary stern-faced king. The unusual mixture of Great Britain standing in the
role of the minor primary stern-faced king – alongside the greater primary stern-faced king,
the United States – yet also assuming the Nazi Germany-like role of an anti-Jewish
competing stern-faced king, occurred because Great Britain indeed stood as a mixture as
concerns its foreign policy and status in the world. It was still a hated colonial power
continuing to rule over many peoples of the world, including those in India and in the
British Mandate of Palestine, yet had made promises to establish a Jewish homeland in
Palestine.
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Daniel 8:23 (NIV) “In THE
LATTER PART OF THEIR
REIGN, when rebels have
become completely wicked, A
STERN-FACED KING [a
competing stern-faced king,
represented by Adolf Hitler and
Nazi Germany through the event
of Kristallnacht, November 9-10-11, 1938,
which can be considered a beginning to the Holocaust; and the primary stern-faced king,
represented by Irving Berlin and the United States], a master of intrigue, will arise.
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